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:Public Service' Company of Colorado -

ATTN: 0. R. Lee, Vice President
Electric Production

P.O. Box 840 *4 =

i -Denver, Colorado 80201

} ' Gentlemen: - -

'

|' SUBJECT: LOCATION OF-ENS AND.HPN PHONES IN EMERGENCY RESPONSE FACILITIES-
~

j

10 CFR 50, Appendix E,'Section IV;E.9 requires- that nuclear power reactor.

' licensees provide for communications by the) licensee with NRC Headquarters
i and the appropriate NRC-Regional Operations Center.from the nuclear power
! reactor control room, the onsite technical support center,. and -the near-

site emergency operations facility.

| _As guidance on this subject, NUREG-0696, " Functional Criteria for' Emergency
; Response Facilities," states:

.The TSC voice communications equipment should include:

Hotline telephone :(located in the NRC corisultation room).j
_

i on the NRC emergency notification system (ENS) to the NRC
Operations Center,

r Dedicated telephone-(located in the NRC consultation room).

on the NRC health physics network (HPN).

; The EOF voi.ce communications equipment should include:
1

Hotline telephone (located in the NRC office space) oni
.

the NRC emergency notification system (ENS) to the NRC; ,.

Operations Center.
* ~ Dedicated telephone (located in the NRC office space) on.

i the NRC health physics network (HPN). ,
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As licensees have installed communications equipment to comply with the
regulations, they have been very cooperative in complying with the guidance

'

in NUREG-0696. However, when NUREG-0696 was written, the NRC did not
anticipate the variety of layouts that would be used for the emergency
response facilities. In some cases, the NRC consultation room / office space
is not close to the central operations / assessment area. This limits the
nonitoring ability of the individuals using the ENS or HPN lines. In
addition, the NRC is considering the replacement of the HPN lines with
Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) lines with potential relocation of
these phones. Initially, FTS lines will be installed in the Resident
Inspector's office and the operations area of the emergency operations
facility. The existing HPN service will not be removed until the FTS service
is fully implemented.

Therefore, in order to achieve a mutually acceptable concept of operations
for these communication lines, you are requested to work with this office
in determining the optimal locations for these phones. As you reach
decision points, or should you have any questions on this matter, please
contact J. B. Baird, Emergency Response Coordinator, Region IV, telephone
number 817/860-8185.

Sincerely,

ff *

' John T. Collins
Regional Administrator

cc:
Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Station
ATTN: D. W. Warembou'rg, Nuclear

Production Manager
P.O. Bcx 368
Platteville, Colorado 80651

J. Gahm, Quality Assurance
(same address)

bec to DMB for dist. (A045)
~

bec dist. by RIV
Regional Administrator
RRI
Section Chief
R. L. Bangart
J. L. Montgomery
Colorado State Dept. of Health


